Satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) consists in testing the satisfiability of first-order formulas over linear integer or real arithmetic, or other theories. In this survey, we explain the combination of propositional satisfiability and decision procedures for conjunctions known as DPLL(T), and the alternative "natural domain" approaches. We also cover quantifiers, Craig interpolants, polynomial arithmetic, and how SMT solvers are used in automated software analysis.
Introduction
Satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) solving consists in deciding the satisfiability of a first-order formula with unknowns and relations lying in certain theories. For instance, the following formula has no solution x, y ∈ R:
The formula may contain negations (¬), conjunctions (∧), disjunctions (∨) and, possibly, quantifiers (∃, ∀).
A SMT-solver reports whether a formula is satisfiable, and if so, may provide a model of this satisfaction; for instance, if one omits x ≥ 1 in the preceding formula, then its solutions include (x = 0, y = 1). Other possible features include dynamic addition and retraction of constraints, production of proofs and Craig interpolants (Sec. 4.2), and optimization (Sec. 4.3). SMT-solving has major applications in the formal verification of hardware, software, and control systems.
Quantifier-free SMT subsumes Boolean satisfiability (SAT), the canonical NP-complete problem, and certain classes of formulas accepted by SMT-solvers belong to higher complexity classes or are even undecidable. This has not deterred researchers from looking for algorithms that, in practice, solve many relevant instances at reasonable costs. Care is taken that the worst-case cost does not extend to situations that can be dealt with more cheaply.
Most SMT solvers follow the DPLL(T) framework (Sec. 2.2): a CDCL solver for SAT (Sec. 2.1) is used to traverse the Boolean structure, and conjunctions of atoms from the formula are passed to a solver for the theory. This approach limits the interaction between theory values and Boolean reasoning, which led to the introduction of natural domain approaches (Sec. 3). Finally, we shall see in Sec. 4 how to go beyond mere quantifier-free satisfiability testing, by handling quantifiers, providing Craig interpolants, or providing optimal solutions. Let us now first see a few generalities, and how SMT-solving is used in practice.
Generalities
Consider quantifier-free propositional formulas, that is, formulas constructed from unknowns (or variables) taking the values "true" (t) and "false" (f ) and propositional connectives ∨ (or), ∧ (and), ¬ (not);x shall be short-hand for ¬x.
2 A formula is: in negation normal form (NNF) if the only ¬ connectives are at the leaves of its syntax tree (that is, wrap around unknowns but not larger formulas); a clause if it is a disjunction of literals (a literal is an unknown or its negation); in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is a disjunction of conjunctions of literals; in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it is a conjunction of clauses. If A implies B, then A is stronger than B and B weaker than A. Uppercase letters (F ) shall denote formulas, lowercase letters (x) unknowns, and lowercase bold letters ( x) vectors of unknowns.
Satisfiability testing consists in deciding whether there exists a satisfying assignment (or solution) for these unknowns, that is, an assignment making the formula true. For instance, a = t, b = t, c = f is a satisfying assignment for (a ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ c) ∧ (ā ∨c). In case the formula is satisfiable, a solver is generally expected to provide such a satisfying assignment; in the case it is unsatisfiable, it may be queried for an unsatisfiable core, a subset of the conjunction given as input to the solver that is still unsatisfiable.
Satisfiability modulo theory extends propositional satisfiability by having some atomic propositions be predicates from a theory. For instance, (x > 0 ∨ c) ∧ (y > 0 ∨ c) ∧ (x ≤ 0 ∨c) is a formula over linear rational arithmetic (LRA) or linear integer arithmetic (LIA), depending on whether x and y are to be interpreted over the rationals or integers. Different unknowns may range in different sets; for instance f (x) = f (y)∧x = z + 1 ∧ z = y − 1 has unknowns f : Z → Z and x, y, z ∈ Z. This formula is said to be over the combination of uninterpreted functions and linear integer arithmetic (UFLIA). In this formula, f is said to be uninterpreted because we give no definition for it; we shall see in Sec. 2.6 that this formula has no satisfying assignment and how to establish this fact automatically.
The SMT-LIB Format and Available Theories
SMT solvers can be used i) as a library, from an application programming interface, typically from C/C++, Java, Python, or OCaml ii) as an independent process, from a textual representation, possibly through a bidirectional pipe.
Listing 1: Example of SMT-LIB 2 file. Assertions x ≥ 0, y ≤ 0, f (x) = f (y) and x + y ≤ 0 are added, then the problem is checked to be unsatisfiable. The last assertion is retracted and replaced by x+ y ≤ 1, the problem becomes satisfiable and a model is requested (see Listing 2) ( s e t − l o g i c QF_UFLIA ) ( set−option : produce−models t r u e ) ( declare−fun x ( ) I n t ) ( declare−fun y ( ) I n t ) ( declare−fun f ( I n t ) I n t ) ( a s s e r t ( >= x 0 ) ) ( a s s e r t ( >= y 0 ) ) ( a s s e r t ( d i s t i n c t ( f x ) ( f y ) ) ) ( push 1 ) ( a s s e r t ( <= (+ x y ) 0 ) ) ( check−sat ) ( pop 1 ) ( a s s e r t ( <= (+ x y ) 1 ) ) ( check−sat ) ( get−model ) Listing 2: Z3's answers to the SMT-LIB Listing 1 unsat s a t ( model ( define−fun y ( ) I n t 1 ) ( define−fun x ( ) I n t 0 ) ( define−fun f ( ( x ! 1 I n t ) ) I n t ( i t e (= x ! 1 0 ) 2 ( i t e (= x ! 1 1 ) 3 2 ) ) ) )
APIs for SMT-solvers are not standardized, though there have been efforts such as JavaSMT 3 to provide a common layer for several solvers. In contrast, much effort has been put into designing and supporting the common SMT-LIB [4] format, a textual representation (Listing 1); some solvers support other languages than SMT-LIB, sometimes alongside it. Libraries of benchmark problems, sorted according to the theories involved and the presence or absence of quantifiers (Tab. 1), are available in that format. New theories are proposed; for instance, a theory for constraints over IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic [37] is under evaluation.
Alas, some features, such as quantifier elimination or the extraction of Craig interpolants (Sec. 4.2) do not have standard commands. Furthermore, not all tools implement all operators and commands following the standard.
Use in Program Analysis Applications
A major use of SMT-solvers is the analysis of software. In most cases (but not always), the solutions of the formula to be tested for satisfiability correspond linear real arithmetic LRA linear integer arithmetic LIA linear mixed integer and real arithmetic LIRA bit-vector arithmetic BV nonlinear (polynomial) real arithmetic NRA nonlinear (polynomial) integer arithmetic NIA nonlinear (polynomial) mixed integer and real arithmetic NIRA uninterpreted functions UF arrays A / AX quantifier-free QF_ Table 1 : Categories of formulas in SMT-LIB; e.g. QF_UFLIA means quantifierfree combination of uninterpreted functions.
to execution traces of the software verifying certain desirable or undesirable properties: for instance traces going into error states.
Symbolic Execution
In symbolic program execution [41] , a program is executed as though operating on symbolic inputs. Along a straight path in the program, the semantics of the instructions and tests encountered accumulate as a path condition, expressing the relationship between the final values and the inputs. In case a branching instruction is encountered, the analyzer tests whether either branch may be taken by checking for a solution to the conjunction of the path condition and the guard associated with the branch: branches for which a solution is known not to exist are not retained for the rest of the analysis. The analysis thus explores a tree of possible executions, which in general does not cover all possible executions of the program: this is acceptable in bug-finding applications. Pure symbolic execution may prove infeasible due to the large number of paths to explore. This is especially true if the program involves loads and writes to memory, due to the aliasing conditions to test ("does this read correspond to this write?"). Because of this, often what is done is a mixture of concrete and symbolic execution, dubbed concolic: sometimes a non-symbolic value is picked (e.g. memory allocation addresses) for simpler execution. In whitebox fuzzing, concolic execution is applied from symbolic values coming from external inputs (files, network communications) so as to reach security hazards [28] .
Inductiveness Check and Bounded Model Checking
In some other cases [27, 32, 33] , the formula encodes the full set of executions between two control locations in a program, such that there is no looping construct between these locations: one Boolean variable is added per control location, expressing whether or not the execution goes through that location.
In the Floyd-Hoare approach to proving the correctness of programs (see e.g. [69] ), the user is prompted for an inductive invariant for each looping construct: a formula I that holds at loop initiation, and that, if it holds at one loop iteration, holds at the next (inductiveness). In other words, there is no execution of the loop guard and loop body that starts in I and ends in ¬I ′ (I ′ is I where the variables are renamed in order to express their final, not initial, values). In modern tools, the loop guard and body are turned into a first-order formula that is conjoined with I and ¬I ′ , then checked for unsatisfiability; or equivalently through a weakest precondition computation, as in Frama-C [17] . In order to prove the postcondition ∀k 0 ≤ k < n ⇒ t[k] = 42, one needs the loop invariant
The inductiveness condition is
where update(t, i, 42) is the array t where i has been replaced by 42, and
is formula I where i has been replaced by x. This condition is checked by showing that the negation of this formula is unsatisfiable -after Skolemization:
is introduced to handle the uninterpreted function f (Sec. 2.6) and the resulting problem is solved over linear integer arithmetic (Sec.2.4).
The DPLL(T) Architecture
Most SMT-solvers follow the DPLL(T) architecture: a solver for pure propositional formulas, following the DPLL or CDCL class of algorithms, drives decision procedures for each theory (e.g. linear arithmetic) by adding or retracting constraints and querying for satisfiability. DPLL(T) and decision procedures for many interesting logics are explained in more detail in e.g. [9, 44] .
CDCL Satisfiability Testing
We shall only give a cursory view of satisfiability testing and refer the reader to e.g. [6] for more in-depth treatment.
Many algorithms for satisfiability testing for quantifier-free formulas only accept formulas in conjunctive normal form (conjunction of clauses). Naive conversion into conjunctive normal form, by application of distributivity of ∨ over ∧, incurs an exponential blowup. It is however possible to construct, from any formula F , a formula F ′ in CNF but with additional free variables, such that any satisfying assignment to F can be extended to a satisfying assignment on F ′ and any satisfying assignment on F ′ , restricted to the free variables of F , is a satisfying assignment of F . Tseitin's encoding is the simplest way to do so: to any subformula e 1 ∧ e 2 of F , associate a new propositional variable x e1∧e2 and constrain it such that it is equivalent to e 1 ∧ e 2 by clauses ¬x e1∧e2 ∨ e 1 , ¬x e1∧e2 ∨ e 2 , ¬e 1 ∨ ¬e 2 ∨ x e1∧e2 (and similarly for e 1 ∨ e 2 ).
Assign propositional variables to sub-formulas:
) these equivalences are turned into clauses:
The model (a, b, c, d) = (t, f , f , t) of (5) is extended by (e, f, g) = (t, f , t), producing a model of the system of clauses (7), i.e., the conjunction of these clauses. Conversely, any model of that system, projected over (a, b, c, d), yields a model of (5).
Let F
′ be the conjunction of clauses forming the problem. The DavisPutnam-Logemann-Loveland algorithm (DPLL) decides a propositional formula in CNF (conjunction of clauses) by maintaining a partial assignment of the variables (that is, an assignment to only some of the variables) and Boolean constraint propagation: if we have assigned a = f , b = t and we have a clause a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, then we can derive c = t. If an assignment satisfies all clauses, then the algorithm terminates with one solution. If it falsifies at least one clause, then there is no solution for our starting partial assignment (thus no solution at all if our starting partial assignment was empty). If propagation is insufficient to conclude, then the algorithm chooses a variable x and a true value b and extends the assignment with x = b; if no solution is found for that assignment, then it backtracks and replaces it by x =b. The solver thus constructs a search tree.
The practical performance of the solver depends highly on the heuristics for choosing x and b. Much effort has been put into researching these heuristics, such as Variable State Independent Decaying Sum (VSIDS) [56] ; understanding why they work well is an active research topic. The Boolean constraint propagation phase must be implemented very efficiently, using data structures that minimize the traversal of irrelevant data (clauses that will not result in further propagation); e.g. the two watched literals per clause scheme [47, §4.5.
From a run of the DPLL algorithm concluding to unsatisfiability one can extract a resolution proof of unsatisfiability. The proof has the form of a tree whose leaves are some of the original clauses of the problem (constituting an unsatisfiable core) and whose inner nodes correspond to the choices made during the search. Each inner node is the application of the resolution rule: knowing C 1 ∨ a and C 2 ∨ā, where C 1 and C 2 are clauses and a is a choice variable, one can derive C 1 ∨ C 2 , written:
Example 3. Consider the system of clauses 7. Boolean clause propagation from unit clause φ simplifiesφ ∨ g andφ ∨ h into g and h respectively, and removes clauseḡ ∨h ∨ φ. Since g and h are now t, we can remove clausesē ∨ g and f ∨ g, b ∨ h, and c ∨ h, and simplifyḡ ∨ e ∨ f into e ∨ f andh ∨b ∨c intob ∨c:
The system no longer has unit clauses to propagate and thus must pick a literal, for instance b. By propagation, the system now reaches a contradiction. Since contradiction was reached from assumption b, the converseb must be assumed. In fact, it is possible to derive the learned clauseb by resolution from the set of clauses:
From any "unsatisfiable" run of a DPLL (even in the CDCL variant, see below) solver, a resolution proof can be extracted. This is a fundamental limitation of that approach, since it is known that for certain families of formulas, such as the pigeonhole principle [30] , any resolution proof has exponential size in the size of the formula -thus any DPLL/CDCL solver will take exponential time.
Performance was considerably increased by extending DPLL with clause learning, yielding constraint-driven clause learning (CDCL) algorithms [47] . In CDCL, when a partial assignments leads by propagation to the falsification of a clause, the deductions made during this propagation are analyzed to obtain a subset of the partial assignment sufficient to entail the falsification of this clause. This subset yields a conjunctionx 1 ∧ · · · ∧x n (wherex i is either x i or ¬x i ), such that its conjunction with F ′ is unsatisfiable. In other words, it yields a clause ¬x 1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬x n that is a consequence of F ′ (in fact, that clause can be obtained by resolution from F ′ ). This clause can thus be conjoined to the problem F ′ without changing its set of solutions; but learning that clause may help cut branches in the search tree early.
Again, the learned clause appears as the root of a resolution proof whose leaves are clauses of the original problem. Since the same learned clause may be used several times, the final proof appears as a directed acyclic graph (DAG, i.e., a tree with shared sub-branches). There exist formulas admitting DAG resolution proofs exponentially shorter than the smallest tree resolution proof [67] .
A resolution proof, or a more compact format, may thus be produced during an "unsatisfiable" run. A highly optimized SAT or SMT solver is likely to contain bugs, so it may be desirable to have an independent, simpler, possibly formally verified checker reprocess such as proof [3, 8, 40 ].
DPLL(T)
The most common way to deal with atomic propositions inside satisfiability testing is the so-called DPLL(T ) scheme, combining a CDCL satisfiability solver and a decision procedure for conjunctions of propositions from theory T . A quantifier-free formula F over T , say
is converted into a propositional formula
by replacing each atomic proposition by a propositional variable, using a dictionary (here,
and after conversion to canonical form (so that e.g. x + y ≥ 1 and 2x + 2y − 2 ≥ 0 are considered the same, and x + y < 1 is considered as ¬(x + y ≥ 1)). F ′ realizes a propositional abstraction of F : any solution of F induces a solution of F ′ , but not all solutions of
The theory clauseb ∨c ∨d is then conjoined to F ′ . Then the propositional problem becomes unsatisfiable, establishing that F has no solution. We have therefore refined the propositional abstraction according to spurious counterexamples.
In current implementations, the propositional solver does not wait until a total satisfying assignment is computed to call the decision procedure for conjunctions of theory formulas. Partial assignments, commonly at each decision point in the DPLL/CDCL algorithm, are tested for satisfiability. In addition, the theory solver may, opportunistically, perform theory propagation: if it notices that some asserted constraints imply the truth or falsehood of another known predicate, it can signal it to the SAT solver. The theory solver should be incremental, that is, suited for fast addition or retraction of theory constraints, keeping enough internal state to avoid needless recomputation. The SAT solver should be incremental as well, allowing the dynamic addition of clauses.
Multiple theories may be combined, most often by a variant of the NelsonOppen approach [44, Ch. 10].
Linear Real Arithmetic
In the case of linear rational, or equivalently real, arithmetic (LRA), the theory solver is typically implemented using a variant [21, 22] of the simplex algorithm [19, 63] . The atomic (in)equalities from the formula, put in canonical form, are collected; new variables are introduced for the linear combinations of variables that are not of the form ±x where x is a variable. For instance, (11) is rewritten as (x ≥ 0 ∨ α ≥ 1) ∧ (y ≥ 0) ∧ (β ≤ −1), together with the system of linear equalities α = 2x + y and β = x + y.
The simplex algorithm both maintains a tableau and, for each variable, a current valuation and optional lower and upper bounds. At all times, the simplex tableau contains a system of linear equalities equivalent to this system, such that the variables are partitioned into those (basic variables) occurring (each alone) on the left side and those occurring on the right side. The nonbasic variables are assigned one of their bounds, or at least a value between these bounds. The simplex algorithm tries to fit each basic variable within its bounds; if one does not fit, it makes it non-basic and assigns to it the bound that was exceeded, and selects a formerly non-basic variable to make it basic, through a pivoting operation maintaining the equivalence of the system of equalities.
The algorithm stops when either a candidate solution fitting all bounds is found, either one equation in the simplex tableau can be shown to have no solution using interval arithmetic from the bounds of the variables (the interval obtained from the right hand side does not intersect that of the basic variable on the left hand side). A pivot selection ordering is used to ensure that the algorithm always terminates. Theory propagation may be performed by noticing that the current tableau implies that some literals are satisfied.
This system is turned into a system of equations ("tableau") and a system of inequalities on the variables:
The variables on the left of the equal signs are deemed "nonbasic" and those on the right are "basic". The simplex algorithm performs pivoting steps on the tableau, akin to those of Gaussian eliminations, until a tableau such as this one is reached:
Now consider the first equation (e =). By interval analysis, knowing c ≤ 18 and d ≥ −2, −7/16c − 1/16d ≤ 8. Yet e ≥ 20, thus the system has no solution. These coefficients 7/16 and 1/16 can be applied to the original inequalities constraining c and d, with coefficient 1 for that defining e, and the resulting inequalities are summed into a trivially false one:
By reading nonzero coefficients off the conflicting line of the simplex tableau, one gets a minimal set of contradictory constraints: d + 1 constraints, corresponding to the nonbasic variable and the basic variables with nonzero multipliers, where d is the dimension of the space. These multipliers may be presented as an unsatisfiability witness to an independent proof checker.
Most SMT solvers implement the simplex algorithm using rational arithmetic. In most cases arising from verification problems, rational arithmetic can be performed using machine integers, without need for going into extended precision arithmetic [57] . A common implementation trick is to use a datatype containing a machine-integer (numerator , denominator ) pair or a pointer to an extended precision rational. 4 This approach is however very inefficient in the rare cases where the solver goes a lot into extended precision: the size of numerators and denominators grows fast. This is why it was proposed to perform linear programming in floating-point arithmetic [23, 42, 54, 59] . 5 Because the results of floating-point computations cannot be immediately trusted, some checking is needed. One idea is not to recover floating-point numeric information, but the final partition between basic and nonbasic variables [42, 54, 59] ; once this partition is known, the tableau is uniquely defined and can be computed by plain linear arithmetic -Gaussian elimination, or better algorithms, including multimodular [66, ch. 7] or p-adic approaches.
6 It is then easy to check the alleged conflicting line, in exact precision.
In some cases, linear arithmetic reasoning may be used to prove the unsatisfiability of polynomial problems. One approach is to expand polynomials and consider all monomials as independent variables (e.g. xy 2 is replaced by a fresh unknown v xy 2 ). A refinement [46] is to consider lemmas stating that if two polynomials are nonnegative, then so is their product: e.g.
7 Because the set of such products has size exponential in the maximal degree, heuristics are used to pick the most promising ones. Experiments have shown this approach to be competitive, even with a rudimentary and sub-optimal connection between linear SMT-solver and nonlinear reasoning.
Some earlier solvers (e.g. CVC3) solver linear real arithmetic by FourierMotzkin elimination [26] . This approach is generally not considered efficient, since Fourier-Motzkin elimination tends to generate many redundant constraints, which then may need to be eliminated by linear programming, which defeats the purpose of avoiding using the simplex algorithm.
Linear Integer Arithmetic
In the case of linear integer arithmetic, the scheme generally used is the same as the one generally used for integer linear programming: the solver first attempts solving the rational relaxation of the problem (nonstrict inequalities are kept, strict inequalities x < e are rewritten as x ≤ e − 1). If there is no solution over the rationals, there is no integer solution. If a rational solution is found, and has only integral coefficients (say, (x, y, z) = (0, 1, 2)), then the problem is decided.
If the proposed solution has non-integral coefficients (say, (x, y, z) = ( 1 3 , 0, 1)), then it is excluded by a constraint removing not only that spurious solution but a whole chunk of them. Traditional approaches include i) branch-and-bound [63, Sec. 24.1]: add a lemma excluding one segment of non-integral values of the fractional unknowns (here, x ≤ 0 ∨ x ≥ 1); branching is however not guaranteed to 4 e.g. ZArith https://forge.ocamlcore.org/projects/zarith 5 The performance with linear programming solvers meant for large industrial instances was however disappointing [23] , due to overhead. Closer integration is needed. 6 As implemented in e.g. Linbox (http://www.linalg.org/ ), IML (https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~astorjoh/iml.html) [11] and SageMath (http://www.sagemath.org/). 7 One can in fact prove a form of completeness of that approach when the problem contains linear constraints defining a bounded polyhedron, and one nonlinear constraint: if such a problem is unsatisfiable, then this can be proved by going to a sufficiently high degree of products. This follows from Krivine-Handelman's theorem [31, 43] . terminate in general [42] . ii) Gomory cuts [63, Ch. 23] iii) branch-and-cut [52] , a combination of both of the above iv) cuts from proofs or extended branches [20] , which can generate e.g. x ≤ z ∨ x ≥ z + 1.
The full integer linear decision procedure can be encapsulated and only export theory lemmas and theory propagation, just as the rational linear procedure, or export the branching lemma to the SMT solver, as a learned clause, so as to allow propositional reasoning over it.
An alternative to linear programming plus branching and/or cuts is Pugh's Omega test [61] , which may also be used to simplify constraints. This test is based on Fourier-Motzkin elimination [26] , with the twist that, due to divisibility constraints, it may need to enumerate cases up to the least common multiple of the divisors.
Exponential Behavior Due to Limited Predicate Vocabulary
Example 5. Let n > 0 be a constant integer. Let (t i ) 0≤i≤n , (x i ) 0≤i<n and (y i ) 0≤i<n be real unknowns (or rational or integer). Let
These formulas are known as "diamond formulas" since they correspond to paths in a difference graph composed of "diamonds": To a human, it is obvious that D i ⇒ t i+1 ≤ t i + 5 and thus P n is unsatisfiable. A DPLL(T) solver, however, proceeds by elimination of contradictory conjunctions of atoms from the original formula. Any contradictory conjunction of atoms from P n must include a conjunction of the form
There are an exponential number of such conjunctions, and a DPLL(T) solver has to block them by theory lemmas one by one.
In other words, the proof system used by a DPLL(T) solver is sufficient to prove that a "diamond formula" is unsolvable, but needs exponential proofs for doing so. Any pure DPLL(T) solver, whatever its heuristics and implementation, must thereof run in exponential time on this family of formulas. This motivated the study of algorithms capable of inferring lemmas involving new atoms (Sec. 3.2).
Diamond formulas are simplifications of formulas occurring in e.g. worstcase execution time and scheduling applications. The solution proposed in [34] was to pre-compute upper bounds t j − t i ≤ B ij on the difference of arrival times between i and j (or, equivalently, the total time spent in the program between i and j) and conjoin these bounds to the problems. These bounds are logically implied by the original problem, and thus the set of solutions (valid execution traces with timings) does not change; but the resulting formula is considerably more tractable. The lemmas t j − t i ≤ B ij and t k − t j ≤ B ik allow the solver to avoid exploring many combinations of paths i → j and j → k: for instance, if one searches for a path such that t k − t i ≥ 100, it is known that t k − t j ≤ 40, and the solver explores a path i → j such that t j − t i ≤ 42 on this path, then the solver can immediately cut the search without exploring the paths j → k in detail.
Uninterpreted Functions and Arrays
There exists several variants of how to decide uninterpreted functions (UF) in combination with other theories [44, Ch. 4]; we shall expose only one approach here. A quantifier-free formula (e.g. f (x) = f (y) ∧ x = z + 1 ∧ z = y − 1) is rewritten so that each application of an uninterpreted function is replaced by a fresh variable (e.g. f x = f y ∧x = z + 1 ∧z = y − 1), several identical applications getting the same variable. A solution in x, y, z, f x , f y is sought. If x = y but not f x = f y in that solution, the implication x = y ⇒ f x = f y is conjoined to the problem. Again, this is a counterexample-guided refinement of the theory.
, where x, y, z ∈ Z and f : Z → Z, has no solution because x = z + 1 ∧ z = y − 1 implies that x = y, and it is then impossible that f (x) = f (y). One may establish this by solving 1, 0, 0, 1) , noticing the conflict between x = y and f x = f y and conjoining x = y ⇒ f x = f y .
Arrays are "functionally updatable" uninterpreted functions [44, Ch. 7] : update(f, x 0 , y 0 ) is the function mapping x = x 0 to f [x] and x 0 to y 0 .
Natural-Domain SMT
In DPLL(T) there is a fundamental difference between propositional and other kinds of unknowns: the second are never dealt with directly during the search process. In contrast, in natural-domain SMT, one directly constrains and assigns to numeric unknowns during the search. After initial attempts [16, 51] , two main directions arose.
Abstract CDCL (ACDCL)
The DPLL approach is to assign to each unknown (propositional variable) one of t, f , and "undecided" -that is, a non-empty subset of the set of possible values {t, f }. Initially, all variables are assigned to "undecided". Then, the Boolean constraint propagation phase uses each individual clause as a constraint over its literals: if all literals except for one are assigned to f , then the last one gets assigned to t. In other words, information known about some variables leads to information on other variables linked by the same constraint. If the information derived is that some variable cannot be assigned some value ("contradiction"), then it means the problem is unsatisfiable. In most cases, however, a contradiction cannot be derived by only the initial pass of propagation. In that case, the system picks an undecided variable and splits the search between the t and f cases. Several splits may be needed, thus the formation of a search tree. If a contradiction is derived in a branch, that branch is closed and the system backtracks to an earlier level.
That approach may be extended to variables lying within an arbitrary domain D, say, the real numbers or the floating-point numbers. The system maintains for each variable an assignment to a subset of D (several types of variables may be used simultaneously, there may therefore be several D), chosen among an abstract domain 8 D ♯ of subsets of D; say, for numeric variables, D ♯ may be the set of closed intervals of D. Constraints may now constrain variables of different types, and each constraint acts as a propagator of information. For instance, if there is a constraint x = y + z, and x is currently assigned the interval [1, +∞) and y the interval [4, 10] , then, applying z = x − y, one can derive x ∈ [−9, +∞): the current interval for x may thus be refined.
Note that, for soundness, it is not important that the information propagated should be optimally precise, as long as it contains the possible values: in the above example, it would be sound to propagate x ∈ [−9.1, +∞) -but unsound to derive xx ∈ [−8.99, +∞). In the case of interval propagation for D = R, one sound way to implement it is using floating-point interval arithmetic with directed rounding: the upper bound of an interval is rounded towards +∞, the lower bound towards −∞.
ACDCL also applies clause learning, but in a more general manner than CDCL [10, Sec. 5] . Consider F △ = y = x ∧ z = x · y ∧ z ≤ −1 and a search context with x ≤ −4. Then, by interval propagation, y ≤ −4, and z ≥ 16, which contradicts z ≤ −1. CDCL-style clause learning would learn that x ≤ −4 contradicts F , and thus learn the clause ¬(x ≤ −4) ≡ x > −4. But there is a weaker reason why such choice of x contradicts F : x < 0 is sufficient to ensure contradiction; the solver can exclude a larger part of the search space by learning the clause ¬(x < 0) ≡ x ≥ 0. Generalizing the reasons for a contradiction is a form of abduction. One difficulty is that there may be no weakest generalization expressible in the abstract domain: for instance, the choices x ≥ 10 and y ≥ 10 contradict the constraint x + y < 10, but x ≥ 0 ∧ y ≥ 10, x ≥ 5 ∧ y ≥ 5 and x ≥ 10 ∧ y ≥ 0 are three incomparable generalizations of the contradiction (leading to three clauses x < 0 ∨ y < 10 etc.), which are optimal in the sense that if one fixes the interval for x (resp. y), the interval for y (resp. x) is the largest that still ensures contradiction.
Model-Constructing Satisfiability Calculus (MCSAT)
In DPLL(T) i) only propositional atoms (including Boolean unknowns) are assigned during the search ii) the set of atoms considered does not change throughout the search (this may cause exponential behavior, see Sec. 2.5 iii) when the search process, after assigning b 1 , . . . , b n concludes that it is impossible to assign a Boolean value to an atom b n+1 , it derives a learned clause over a subset of b 1 , . . . , b n that excludes the current assignment but also, hopefully, many more. In contrast, in model-constructing satisfiability calculus (MCSAT) [58] , both propositional atoms and numeric unknowns get assigned during the search, and new arithmetic predicates are generated through learning.
Linear Real Arithmetic
Assume variables x 1 , . . . , x n have been assigned values v(x 1 ), . . . , v(x n ) in the current branch of the search, and that two atoms x n+1 ≤ a and x n+1 ≥ b, where a and b are linear combinations of variables other than x n+1 , have been assigned to t, such that b > a in the assignment v; then it is impossible to pick a value for x n+1 in that assignment. In fact, it is impossible to pick a value for it in any assignment such that b > a.
Assignments that conflict for the same reason are eliminated by a FourierMotzkin elimination [26] elementary step, valid for all x 1 , . . . , x n+1 :
Example 7. Consider Ex. 5 with n = 3. The solver has clauses x i − t i ≤ 2,
But then, there is no way to assign t 3 , because of the current assignment x 2 → 0 and the inequalities t 3 − x 2 ≤ 3 and t 3 ≥ 16. The solver then learns by Fourier-Motzkin:
(20) which may in fact be immediately simplified by resolution with the original clause t 3 ≥ 16 to yield ¬(t 3 − x 2 ≤ 3) ∨ x 2 ≥ 13. The assignment to x 2 is retracted.
But then, there is no way to assign x 2 , because of the current assignment t 2 → 0 and the inequality x 2 −t 2 ≤ 2. The solver then learns by Fourier-Motzkin:
The truth assignment to t 3 − x 2 ≤ 3 is retracted.
At this point, the solver has t 0 → 0,
By similar reasoning in that branch, the solver derives t 3 − x 2 ≤ 3 ∨ t 2 ≥ 11. By resolution between the outcomes of both branches, one gets t 2 ≥ 11.
By similar reasoning, one gets t 1 ≥ 6 and then t 0 ≥ 1, but then there is no satisfying assignment to t 0 . The problem has no solution.
In contrast to the exponential behavior of DPLL(T) on Ex. 5, MCSAT has linear behavior: each branch of each individual disjunction is explored only once, and the whole disjunction is then summarized by an extra atom.
The dynamic generation of new atoms by MCSAT, as opposed to DPLL(T), creates two issues. i) If infinitely many new atoms may be generated, termination is no longer ensured. One can ensure termination by restricting the generation of new atoms to a finite basis (this basis of course depends on the original formula); this is the case for instance if the numeric variables x 1 , . . . , x n are always assigned in the same order, thus the generated new atoms are results of Fourier-Motzkin elimination of x n , then of x n−1 etc. down to x 2 .
9 In practice, the interest of being able to choose variable ordering trumps the desire to prove termination. ii) Since many new atoms and clauses are generated, some garbage collection must be applied, as with learned clauses in a CDCL solver.
Implementation-wise, note that, like a clause in CDCL, a linear inequality is processed only when all variables except for one are assigned. Similar to two watched literals per clause, one can apply two watched variables per inequality.
Nonlinear Arithmetic (NRA)
The MCSAT approach can also be applied to polynomial real arithmetic. Again, the problem is: assuming a set of polynomial constraints over x 1 , . . . , x n , x n+1 have no solution over x n+1 for a given valuation v(x 1 ), . . . , v(x n ), how can we explain this impossibility by a system of constraints over x 1 , . . . , x n that excludes v(x 1 ), . . . , v(x n ) and hopefully many more?
Jovanović and de Moura [38] proposed applying a modified version of Collin's [14] projection operator in order to perform a partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition. In that approach, known as NLSAT, one additional difficulty is that assignments to variables may refer to algebraic reals, and thus the system needs to compute to compute over algebraic reals, including as coefficients to polynomials. It is yet unknown whether this approach could benefit from using other projection operators such as Hong's [36] or McCallum's [48] .
4 Beyond Quantifier-Free Decidability
Quantifiers

Quantifier Elimination by Virtual Substitution
In the case of some theories, such as linear real arithmetic, a finite sequence of instantiations can be produced such that Example 8. Consider ∀y (y ≥ x ⇒ y ≥ 1). Loos & Weisfpenning's method collects the expression to which y is compared (here, x and 1) and then substitutes them into y. For each expression e, one must also substitute e + ǫ where ǫ is infinitesimal, 10 and also substitute −∞ (equivalently, one can substitute e − ǫ for each expression, and also +∞). The result is therefore e∈{x,x+ǫ,1,1+ǫ,−∞} e ≥ x ⇒ e ≥ 1 (22) or, after expansion and simplification, x ≥ 1.
We thus have eliminated the quantifier; by recursion over the structure of a formula and starting at the leaves, we can transform any formula of linear real arithmetic into an equivalent quantifier-free formula.
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In these eager approaches, the size of the substitution set may grow quickly (especially for linear integer arithmetic, which may involve enumerating all cases up to the least common multiple of the divisibility constants). For this reason, lazy approaches were proposed where the substitutions are generated from counterexamples, in much the same way that learned lemmas are generated in DPLL(T) [7, 60] . For a formula A( x) ∧ ∀y B( x, y), the system first solves A( x) for a solution x 0 , then checks whether there exists y such that ¬B( x 0 , y); if so, such an y 0 is generalized into one of the possible substitutions S 1 ( x) and the system restarts by solving A( x) ∧ B( x, S 1 ( x). The process iterates until a solution is found or the substitutions accumulated block all solutions for x; termination is ensured because the set of possible symbolic substitutions is finite. Note that a full quantifier elimination is not necessary to produce a solution.
Quantifier Elimination by Projection
In case a quantifier elimination, or projection, algorithm, is available for conjunctions of constraints, as happens with linear real arithmetic, 12 one can, given a formula ∃ y F ( x, y), find a conjunction C 1 ⇒ F , project C 1 over x as π(C 1 ), conjoin ¬π(C 1 ) to F and repeat the process (generating C 2 etc.) until the F becomes unsatisfiable [53] . i C i is then equivalent to ∃ y F . Again, this process may be made lazier, for nested quantification in particular [55, 60] .
Instantiation Heuristics
The addition of quantifiers to theories (such as linear integer arithmetic plus uninterpreted functions) may make them undecidable. This does not however deter designers of SMT solvers from attempting to have them decide as many formulas as possible. A basic approach is quantifier instantiation by E-matching. If a formula in negation normal form contains a subformula ∀x P (x), then this formula is replaced by a finite instantiation n i=1 P (v i ). The v i are extracted from the rest of the formula, possibly guided by counterexamples. This approach is not guaranteed to converge: an infinite sequence of instantiations may be produced for a given quantifier. In the case of local theories, one can however prove termination.
Craig Interpolation
The following conjunction is satisfiable if and only if it is possible to go from a model x 0 of A to a model x n of B by a sequence of transitions (τ i ) 1≤i≤n :
In program analysis, A typically expresses a precondition, ¬B a postcondition, x i the variables of the program after i instruction steps, and τ i the semantics of the i-th instruction in a sequence, and the formula is unsatisfiable if and only if B is always true after executing that sequence of instruction starting from A. A hand proof of unsatisfiability would often consist in exhibiting predicates I 1 ( x 1 ), . . . , I n−1 ( x n−1 ), such that, posing I 0 = A and I n = B, for all 0 ≤ i < n,
along with proofs of these local inductiveness implications. A SMT-solver, in contrast, produces a monolithic proof of unsatisfiability of (23): it mixes variables from different x i , that is, in program analysis, from different times of the execution of the program. It is however possible to obtain instead a sequence I i satisfying (24) by post-processing that proof [12, 13, 49] .
In any theory admitting quantifier elimination, such a sequence must exist:
defines the strongest sequence of valid interpolants; the weakest is:
The strongest sequence corresponds to computing exactly the sequence of sets of states reachable by τ 1 , then τ 2 • τ 1 etc. from A. Binary interpolation consists in: given A and B, produce I such that
in which case, if the theory admits quantifier elimination, ∃ x 0 A( x 0 , x 1 ) and ∀ x 2 B( x 1 , x 2 ) are respectively the strongest and weakest interpolant, and any
One of the main uses of Craig interpolation in program analysis is to synthesize inductive invariants, for instance by counterexample-guided abstraction refinement in predicate abstraction (CEGAR) [50] or property-guided reachability (PDR). Interpolants obtained by quantifier elimination are too specific (overfitting): for instance, strongest interpolants exactly fit the set of states reachable in 1, 2, . . . steps. It has been argued that interpolants likely to be useful as inductive invariants should be "simple" -short formula, with few "magical constants". A variety of approaches have been proposed for getting such interpolants [2, 65, 68] or to simplify existing interpolants [35] .
Example 9. Consider the interpolation problem A ⇒ I, I ⇒ ¬B (Fig. 1) :
SMTInterpol 14 and MathSAT 15 produce I △ = x ≤ 1 ∨ y ≤ 1. This is due to the way these tools produce interpolants from DPLL(T) proofs of unsatisfiability. On this example, a DPLL(T) solver will essentially analyze both branches of A 1 ∨A 2 . The first branch yields A 1 ⇒ ¬B. Finding I 1 such that A 1 ⇒ I 1 and I 1 ⇒ ¬B amounts to finding a separating hyperplane between these two convex polyhedra; I 1 △ = x ≤ 1 works. Similarly, I 2 such that A 1 ⇒ I 2 and I 2 ⇒ ¬B can be I 2 △ = y ≤. I 1 ∨ I 2 is then produced as interpolant. Yet, a search for a single separating hyperplane may produce x + 2y ≤ 9, or x + y ≤ 5. The second hyperplane may seem preferable according to a criterion limiting the magnitude of integer constants.
It is easy to see that if one can find interpolants for arbitrary conjunctions A, B such that A ⇒ ¬B, one can find them between arbitrary quantifier-free formulas, by putting them into DNF. Because such a procedure would be needlessly costly due to disjunctive normal forms, the usual approach is to post-process a DPLL(T) proof that A( x, y)∧B( y, z) is unsatisfiable [12, 13] . First, interpolants are derived for all theory lemmas: each lemma expresses that a conjunction of atoms from the original formula is unsatisfiable, these atoms can thus be divided into a conjunction α of atoms from A and a conjunction β of atoms from B, and an interpolant I is derived for α ⇒ ¬β. Then, these interpolants are combined following the resolution proof of the solver. This is how the interpolants from Ex. 9 were produced by the solvers.
The problem is therefore: given A( x, y) ∧ B( y, z) unsatisfiable, where A and B are conjunctions, how do we find I( y) such that A ⇒ I and I ⇒ ¬B? If the theory is linear rational arithmetic, this amounts to finding a separating hyperplane between the polyhedra A and B. Let us note
Each a ′ i (resp. b i is infinitesimal; all other numbers are assumed to be real. y ≥ (x R , x ǫ ) with x ǫ > 0 and y ∈ R expresses that y > x R . Since A∧B is unsatisfiable, by Farkas' lemma, there exists an unsatisfiability witness (λ i ), (µ j ), such that
Such coefficients can in fact be read off the simplex tableau from the most common way of implementing a DPLL(T) solver for linear real arithmetic, as described in Sec. 2.3. Then the following is a valid interpolant (recall that the right-hand side can contain infinitesimals, leading to >):
For polynomial arithmetic, one approach replaces nonnegative reals by sumsof-squares of polynomials, and Farkas' lemma by Positivstellensatz [18] .
Another difficulty is posed for certain theories, for which the solving process involves generating lemmas introducing atoms not present in the original. Consider the approaches for linear integer arithmetic described in Section 2.4: except for branch-and-bound, all can generate new constraints involving any of the unknowns, without respecting the original partition of variables. This poses a problem for interpolation: if interpolating for A(x, y) ∧ B(y, z) over linear real arithmetic, we can rely on all atomic propositions being linear inequalities either over x, y or y, z, but here, we have new atomic propositions that can involve both x, z. Special theory-dependent methods are needed to get rid of these new propositions when processing the DPLL(T) proof into an interpolant [12, 13] .
Optimization
Instead of finding one solution, one may wish to find a solution that maximizes (or nearly so) some function f .
A simple approach is binary search: provided one can get a lower bound l and an upper bound h on the maximum f ( x * ), one queries the solver for a solution x such that f ( x) ≥ m, where m = l+h 2 ; if such a solution is found, refine the lower bound l := f ( x) and restart, otherwise h := m and restart. Proceed until l = h. This converges in finite time if f has integer value. This approach has been successfully applied to e.g. worst-case execution time problems [34] .
In the case of LRA (resp. LIA), optimization generalizes linear programming (resp. linear integer programming) to formulas with disjunctions. In fact, linear programming can be applied locally to a polyhedron of solutions: when a DPLL(T) solver finds a solution x of a formula F , it also finds a conjunction C of atoms such that C ⇒ F ; C defines a polyhedron and one can optimize within it, until a local optimum x l . Then one adds the constraint f ( x) > f ( x l ) and restart; the last x l found is the optimum (one can also detected unboundedness). This approach can never enumerate the same C (or subsets thereof) twice and thus must terminate. It may, however, scan an exponential number of useless C's; it may be combined with binary search for best effect [64] .
Conclusion
Considerable progress has been made within the last 15 years on increasingly practical decision procedures for increasingly large classes of formulas, even though worst-case complexity is prohibitive, and sometimes even though the class is undecidable. 16 Major ingredients to that success were i) lazy generation of lemmas, partial projections or instantiations, guided by counterexamples (as opposed to eager exhaustive generation, often explosive) ii) generalization of counterexamples so as to learn sufficiently general blocking lemmas iii) tight integration of propositional and theory-specific reasoning.
Nonlinear arithmetic reasoning (polynomials, or even transcendental functions) is still a very open question. Current approaches in SMT [38] are based on partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition [14] ; possibly methods based on critical points [5, 29, 62] could be investigated as well.
There are several challenges to using computer algebra procedures inside a SMT solver. i) These procedures may not admit addition or retraction of constraints without recomputation. ii) They may compute eagerly large sets of formulas (as in conventional cylindrical algebraic decomposition). iii) They may be very complex and thus likely to contain bugs. 17 Being able to produce independently-checkable proof witnesses would help in this respect.
